
 

APPROVED: March 7, 2007 

 

CITY OF ALBANY 

 LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION 

 Municipal Court Chambers 

Wednesday, February 7, 2007 

 6:30 p.m. 

 

     MINUTES 

 

 

Members present:   Tom Hinckley, Oscar Hult, Dave Pinyerd, and Heidi Overman 

   

Members absent:    Linda Herd, Michele Harris, and Roz Keeney 

 

Staff present:  Planner II Anne Catlin, City Attorney Jim Delapoer, Planner III Heather Hansen, 

Community Development Director Helen Burns Sharp, and Administrative Assistant I 

Tracy Swett 

 

Others present:  Eduardo Meza-Meraz, owner of the home located at 703 4th Avenue SE, arrived at 

approximately 6:40 p.m. 

      

CALL TO ORDER 

Chair Oscar Hult called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. 

 

APPROVAL OF THE January 10, and January 15, 2007, MINUTES 

Commissioner Tom Hinckley moved to approve both sets of minutes as written. Commissioner Dave Pinyerd 

seconded the motion, which passed 4:0. 

 

PROJECT CONSULTATION – 703 4th Avenue SE 

Planner Anne Catlin handed out pictures of the historic house (Exhibit A, in agenda file). Since the property 

owner was not yet present, she explained the house was a Queen Anne style with a 1920s porch. The property 

owner wants to replace the stairs with a historically-correct design. Catlin encouraged the owner to have a 

project consultation by the Landmarks Advisory Commission (LAC) prior to drawing up the design and 

submitting an application. She asked for feedback from the Commission on a design that would compatible with 

the architectural style of the house. 

 

Hult said he would like to see the porch handrail restored to what was there before as seen in an earlier 

photograph. Commissioner Heidi Overman asked if the original banister was available. Pinyerd asked if the 

property owner was requesting information about the porch rail design. Catlin said the property owner was 

seeking a consultation on the stair design only. Catlin also said this project might be a perfect candidate for grant 

funding. Discussion followed.  

 

Catlin asked if the Commission would accept a design with the stairs enclosed with a continuation of the siding 

under the porch (once restored). Catlin the Building Official may grant some leeway to the Building Code 

regulations with regard to historic buildings. She said the Building Official may not be agreeable to an 

alternative given the height of the stairs. Overman said there might be a liability risk if this was intended to be a 

rental property. Catlin stated it is an owner-occupied home. Discussion continued.  

 

The property owner Eduardo Meza-Meraz arrived at approximately 6:40 p.m. and Catlin introduced him to the 

Commission.  

 

City Attorney Jim Delapoer asked if there were review criteria for the design. Catlin said yes. Delapoer asked if 

there were criteria that must be met for the Building Official to waive code. Catlin said yes. Delapoer asked 
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what would apply once demolition of features has taken place. Catlin explained that the Building Official has 

allowed new handrails in a different design as long as the new rail is not “less safe” than the most recent one. 

Hult said he chose to reference the picture that was provided by staff and support a design that was consistent 

with the historical features of the house because alterations have occurred. Discussion followed. 

 

Meza-Meraz stated he wants to rebuild the stairs (similar to the previous photograph) and enclose under the 

stairs to achieve safety for his family and avoid squatters from living under the staircase. 

 

The question of the handrail material was posed. Meza-Meraz said he would like to use metal rail. Pinyerd said 

it was good to match the existing porch rail. Overman stated she would prefer wood handrails to metal with a 

four-inch spacing. Discussion followed. Catlin said she thought she could give the homeowner some pictures 

that demonstrate a design compatible to the Bungalow porch, which would meet the homeowner’s desire to have 

the stairs enclosed.  

 

Catlin asked Delapoer if he thought the project consultation was a good use of the Landmark Commission’s 

time. Delapoer said he was reluctant to give feedback given he had only witnessed one consultation. He said he 

would recommend that discussion be criteria based rather than preference based. He said that would lead to 

consistent decisions. 

 

Hult said members are familiar with the applicable criteria, but may not be referencing it during discussion. 

Catlin handed out the review criteria (Exhibit B, in agenda file). Community Development Director Helen Burns 

Sharp asked what procedure would have been followed if this had been a public hearing. Catlin explained the 

process. Delapoer said he strongly encouraged commissioners to reference criteria when discussing a case. 

Otherwise, it could seem like a decision is based upon preference rather than criteria.  

 

Delapoer recommended project consultations be done by staff. He said the project consultation with Landmarks 

is ex parte communication that may or may not have negative consequences. Ex parte contact must be declared 

during a public hearing, including the content of the communication, to allow the applicant and others a chance 

to respond. Communication between Landmarks members and staff are not considered ex parte contact. 

 

He said procedural rules work less well with informal settings like Landmarks. He said what is legally correct 

may not always work well in practice. Delapoer said if a Landmarks decision is appealed, a formal hearing 

would be held by Council which would follow the legally correct procedures.   

 

Hinckley asked how the Commission could recommend an owner replace features that might have been altered 

prior to purchase. Delapoer recommended Landmarks educate homeowners that restoring historic features will 

likely increase the home’s market value.  

 

In looking at the extent and alteration review criteria, Delapoer noted the alterations only have to be compatible 

with the neighborhood. Designs may not always exactly match, but the results will be consistency in the 

neighborhood.  

 

POTENTIAL CODE REVISIONS 

Catlin introduced Planner III Heather Hansen. Hansen referenced her memo in the agenda packet. She said 

Planning staff is considering revising the Development Code. Under the current Code, someone could put a 100-

foot communication tower in the Hackleman Monteith district because a matrix with the permitted uses per 

zoning district says radio towers of any height are allowed. Staff is looking for a balance between historic 

character and modern technology, while complying with the Telecommunications Act of 1996. The federal law 

states jurisdictions cannot prohibit a specific type of communication technology, but all modern structures of 

comparable size, weight and appearance must be restricted in the same manner.  

 

Hansen said staff came up with three different approaches to communications technologies in the historic 

districts. Two approaches were outlined in the memo that was in the agenda packet. The third approach is a 
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hybrid of the two options with option one applying to commercial areas and option two applying to residential 

areas. 

 

Hult said he liked option two. 

 

Delapoer said current restrictive Code language exists in a matrix, not in text. Per Oregon Revised Statutes 

(ORS), prohibition has to be more clearly defined. There is a situation currently where a property owner has 

installed two antennae on the rooftop of a historic building. Due to questionable construction of the antennae 

and a façade easement on the building in question, the antennae are the subject of a lawsuit between the property 

owner and the City. Delapoer said the construction of the antennae was a clear violation of the façade easement. 

However, the Code as currently written may not be defendable in court. He asked Landmarks to designate a 

member to speak on behalf of the group when the issue is scheduled to be heard by Council in a month or more. 

In addition, Planning needs to amend the Development Code to better approach emerging technologies and 

historic properties.  

 

He said as a property owner of a historically-significant building in the Downtown Commercial Historic 

District, there needs to be some leniency with regard to emerging technologies to allow for some roof antennae 

through the use of height limitations, screening, etcetera, to allow business owners to adopt technologies as 

needed.  

 

Hinckley said he had read a newspaper article regarding the litigation that Delapoer mentioned and he 

understood that the antennae would allow the property owner to communicate should a disaster render regular 

communication technologies unusable. Delapoer said that is the property owner’s assertion.  

 

Delapoer said ham radio towers are allowed in almost every other zoning district. Planning is only considering 

regulating communications technologies in the historic overlay districts.  

 

Hinckley asked Delapoer if his business needs could be served by a three-foot dish pointed toward the sky. 

Delapoer said 15-foot clearance would allow ample leeway for a property owner to adopt emerging 

technologies.  

 

Catlin asked if construction of an antenna would require historic review. Delapoer said no, the restriction within 

the permitted use matrix does not comply with ORS, and therefore becomes a permitted use without planning 

review. Catlin then asked Pinyerd’s opinion, since as a consultant, he reviews rooftop installations on historic 

buildings for the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).  

 

Pinyerd handed out copies of a handout that contained some recommendations as well as examples of both good 

and bad installations on historic buildings throughout Oregon (Exhibit C, in agenda file). Pinyerd said the FCC 

wants to know if an antenna will keep a structure from becoming registered on the Historic Register. His 

proposal was that there be a 15-foot height limit from the rooftop and equipment could be no closer to the roof’s 

edge than the height of the antenna. Design and installation would be reviewed by Landmarks. Discussion 

followed.  

 

Delapoer said he liked Pinyerd’s proposal, but believes criteria need to be established. Hult agreed. Catlin said 

she liked the height restriction so equipment would not be visible from the street. Delapoer asked if the size of 

the building should be taken into account. All agreed. If the equipment is designed and installed well to 

eliminate visibility from the street through screening or other design features, a variance could be considered to 

encourage such stealth measures that may not meet the set criteria.  

 

Hult thinks residential areas are more important. Hinckley asked if the Hackleman Montieth zone has height 

restrictions due to its proximity to the airport. Delapoer said no. He added there is no notice requirement by the 

FCC when an application has been filed. The best way to ensure the desired result is to regulate by local code. In 

Albany’s case it will require a Development Code text amendment. 
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Pinyerd said he was opposed to freestanding poles in the district. Delapoer asked if a 15-foot height restriction 

was agreeable. Hinckley thought that would be too big. Hult said he liked option two from Hansen’s memo for 

the historic residential district and option one with setbacks and a possible variance if stealth measures are 

applied, as suggested by Pinyerd’s handout. Hansen asked the Commission’s feelings on structures that were 

built after 1945. Catlin said any structures regardless of age would impact the entire district. Hult said districts 

should be viewed whole to achieve consistency regardless of the age of a structure. Overman agreed. 

 

Delapoer asked if Pinyerd would agree to look over the old post office which is the subject of the current 

litigation. He would need to form a recommendation, get consensus from Landmarks, and represent Landmarks 

at the Council work session. Pinyerd agreed. 

 

LEGAL ISSUES PLANNING 

Delapoer said the LAC is charged more with doing the right thing, than with following the right procedures. 

However, procedures were established to achieve a level of fairness. As he previously stated, procedures do not 

always function well in informal settings like Landmarks.  

 

He recommended that staff be the main contact for project consultations. Staff could communicate with 

commissioners should there be questions and it would not be considered ex parte contact for purposes of a 

public hearing. The purpose of declaring ex parte contacts and the substance of the discussion is to be sure all 

parties are fully aware of the facts and allow rebuttal should there be incorrect information. 

 

Delapoer also recommended that commissioners reference criteria in their discussions rather than phrasing as “I 

like” or “I think.” Basing comments on criteria avoids the appearance of a decision being preference based 

rather than criteria based. If a person was predisposed to dislike regulations requiring review, having criteria 

based discussion will go a long way to show the process is fair. He suggested review criteria be posed on foam 

board during public hearings. If the criteria are cumbersome, an abridged version could be posted. The practice 

of posting criteria will help keep testimony on topic and give the Commission something to point to when 

discussing a case. 

 

Catlin asked if findings for denial could be crafted and adopted in the same meeting or should they be brought 

back for adoption at a later meeting. Delapoer said it was okay to do both at the same meeting. If a denial results 

in an appeal before Council, there is a new public hearing and all procedural rules and regulations will be 

followed. Procedural errors at the level of Landmarks can happen, but it is very important the applicants that 

come before Landmarks feel they received a fair hearing. 

 

Catlin advised the group there had been an appeal of the Moline case regarding a request to replace a window 

with a vinyl window. Sharp said that Moline felt that he received feedback when he was before the Commission 

for his project consultation that differed from the feedback and decision received during the public hearing. 

Delapoer said that was another reason to discontinue the practice of the Commission offering project 

consultations. Information can differ as more facts are brought out that can change the outcome of a decision. 

With staff conducting the project consultations it avoids the situation entirely. 

 

Hinckley said the project reviews were intended to be a free service for owners who did not know where to 

begin. He asked what happens, for example, when a red door is approved, but homeowner installs a blue door. 

Delapoer said those cases would be referred to Code Compliance. 

 

Catlin said she was concerned with the “Advisory” part of the Commission’s name. The Commission has 

evolved and is not just an advisory group. The Commission is making decisions now.  

 

Sharp asked Delapoer how best to approach a situation occurred where vinyl windows were installed without 

review. Would it be a compliance case or would Landmarks have a role? Delapoer said enforcement is the right 

answer, but public opinion might be more favorable if the case first went through the process with historic 

review in case the alteration would have been approved. 
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Hult mentioned a previous case where vinyl windows were installed and the original windows were destroyed 

before an application was filed. Landmarks denied the application and the property owner is now replacing the 

vinyl windows with wood ones. Catlin said the property owner and the Code Compliance team had worked out a 

timeline for all the vinyl windows that were part of the case to be replaced.  

 

Delapoer said Council is an elected body and is more susceptible to public opinion. They will want to know 

Landmarks reviewed a case without bias if an appeal comes before them.  

 

Hult asked if the Code could be changed regarding vinyl windows. Sharp said yes. Delapoer said it is easier to 

accept an outright ban. Sharp said she would like to review Article 7 over the summer or fall. Catlin agreed. 

Discussion followed. 

 

Delapoer, Hansen and Sharp excused themselves from the remainder of the meeting. 

 

PRESERVATION PLANNING 

Catlin referenced the handouts that were given to the Commission prior to the meeting regarding the Monteith 

Expansion project (Exhibit D, in agenda file). She asked for a liaison from Landmarks to work with the 

Outreach Committee. Hult said he thought Commissioner Roz Keeney had volunteered. Catlin said she would 

like to have a meeting of the outreach committee by the end of February. She would also like to have another 

meeting with property owners since the proposed boundaries have changed and a second meeting would allow 

those property owners who have not yet participated to become involved. 

 

Catlin said she is putting together the State Historic Preservation Office annual Certified Local Government 

grant application for next year which is due next Friday, February 16, 2007. In an effort to estimate project costs 

she outlined a few ideas and requested feedback from the Commission, including jointly sponsored 

presentations/symposiums with Corvallis and Benton County, educational pieces, project workshops, and 

training opportunities.  

 

Catlin said she discussed another joint-sponsored presentation with Corvallis and Benton County similar to the 

Rypkema presentations done last year. Keeney had previously suggested a symposium-style topic. Catlin 

suggested a symposium with all Landmarks members from the various jurisdictions focusing on various 

interpretations of the Secretary of Interior’s criteria. She said she would like to have someone else do a 

presentation. Doing so would allow staff to focus on publicity for the event. Hinckley said Jeff Vaughn of 

Riverside Window and Door in Corvallis is interested in giving a presentation on window options for historic 

homes. 

 

Catlin said she was asked to give presentations on one or two topics at the SHPO conference this coming June.  

 

She has been working on the realtor piece to educate Willamette Valley realtors on historic review regulations.  

 

Catlin plans to send a survey through the preservation listserve to poll other communities on window 

replacement. She will email Commissioners a draft of the survey first. Overman said she liked that approach 

since the responses will add credibility to Albany’s approach.  

 

Overman asked if contractors could be held liable for not following historic review process and installing 

inappropriate materials on historic homes. Hinckley thought the Contractor’s Board could be notified and it 

would be noted on the contractor’s file. Catlin said she would research that possibility. 

 

Catlin asked for more workshop ideas. Hult asked the timing for the workshops. Catlin said anytime. Window 

repair is typically done annually. Catlin said a workshop on fences and historic garden structures has not been 

done for many years and was very well attended. Pinyerd suggested looking at the Seattle Main Street 

Conference brochure for topics. Hult suggested choosing paint colors. Overman also liked paint colors as a 

topic. Discussion continued. 
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Catlin asked about educational opportunities. Pinyerd said the Main Street Conference in Seattle would be a 

good opportunity, but it will be held prior to the next grant cycle.  

 

Catlin said the consultants work on the Monteith District expansion will likely be complete.  

 

She said has talked to Urban Renewal Coordinator Kate Porcshe about getting Central Albany Rehabilitation 

Area (CARA) funding to support the residential rehabilitation grant in 2008 rather than SHPO grant monies, 

which trigger complex federal procurement standards.  

 

Pinyerd asked about putting resources on the web. Catlin thought that would be done this grant cycle, but asked 

for an accounting from Pinyerd on what it would cost to complete. 

 

OTHER BUSINESS 

Catlin said she had a staff decision on an enclosed porch not visible from the street. She handed out photos and 

an elevation drawing (Exhibit E, in agenda file). The structure will have screens for windows, a composition 

roof, lap siding, and possibly skylights not visible from the street. Catlin’s conditions of approval were to 

require the walls be tucked under the gable and set back on the left to minimize the visual impact from the street. 

She asked if the Commission had any comments. Hinckley said he would like the siding to be better than T1-11, 

but he had no objections to skylights. Hult agreed. Catlin thanked the Commission for their input.  

 

NEXT MEETING 

The next meeting of the Landmarks Advisory Commission is tentatively scheduled for Wednesday, March 7, 

2007, at 6:30 p.m. in Municipal Court. 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

Hearing no further business, Hult adjourned the meeting at 8:55 p.m. 

 

Submitted by      Reviewed by 

Signature on file     Signature on file 

Tracy Swett      Anne Catlin 

Administrative Assistant I    Planner II 
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